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�e Power of Salt

�ere are lots of charming aspects of joining this community here at ASBI. I’ve learned
you can get candy from Windy City on yom tov, seen the powerhouse that Camp Shana Tova is
during the High Holiday season, and am always amazed by how much energy kids here have for
really partying on the bimah for Adon Olam. However, a particular ritual here has stuck out to
me, and it might not even be a ritual that everyone here knows about. At seudah shlishit at the
end of Shabbat and a�ter some singing and shared Torah, a small bowl with a tiny cup is passed
around the table before reciting the birkat hamazon. And it’s called mayyim achronim.

Mayyim achronim, literally meaning the “a�ter waters,” gets passed around the table to be
poured on our fingertips. Unlike regular netilat yadayim that we recite before eating bread, the
water is not poured over our entire hands. �ere’s also no blessing recited. What is this custom?
How did it come to be? And why would a community such as ours, partake in such a ritual?
�e Talmud sources this ritual as a kind of ancient hygiene. In Masechet Chullin, the rabbis of
the Talmud write that there is a concern of residue of melach sedomit - salt of Sedom - getting
into our eyes from our food that we had just partaken in, and therefore harming us.

In a Jewish context, salt has a multivalence that is o�ten dichotomous. Salt garnishes our
challah on Shabbat, but that salt also is removed during the first year of marriage or during the
High Holidays and replaced by the sweeter honey - suggesting a bitterness to salt. Salt is used to
kasher our meat and thereby make it edible to us, but the salt does so by literally extracting the
blood out of the piece of meat - thereby being both purifying and lifesucking simultaneously.

Salt is used in our korbanot, as God describes us as having a covenant of salt, a מלחברית .
�e midrash explains that this is an attempt to heal a pain that dates all the way back to the
creation of the world.  On the second day of creation, the lower waters were le�t with the salt of
the ocean, and separated from their companion - the upper waters which  turned into vapour of
the sky. As compensation for the sadness of the ocean due to this separation, God promises that
salt - the element of the lower waters or ocean - will forever be given on the altar with each
sacrifice. Here, salt highlights the sadness of separation, but then is also the opportunity to
reconnect with what’s above. Biblically, salt also has the ability to purify sour waters (II Kings
2:21), but is also used to stunt the fertility of soil (Jeremiah 17:6).

Salt is duality. Salt is powerful.

And as noted with the purpose of mayyim achronim, salt can harm. In our parsha, the
angels who visit Sedom warn Lot and his family not to look behind them as they leave their
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home as refugees. Yet, Lot’s wife turns around at the destruction of Sedom and Amorrah, and
thereby becomes a pillar of salt. �is became folklore surrounding the origin of the Dead Sea,
making the salt of Sedom the same as acrid potassium chloride. No wonder this melach sedomit
can hurt you - many of you know that feeling when you’re at the Dead Sea and accidentally get
some of the salt water in your eye.

Rashi discusses why Lot’s wife specifically gets such a punishment. He notes: ָחְטָאהְּבֶמַלח
ָלְקָתהּוְבֶמַלח - In salt she sinned, and therefore in salt she was punished. Rashi in a model of

middah k’neged middah - measure for measure - notes that Lot’s wife’s punishment of turning to
salt is one that is somewhat deserved based on her previous actions. When the angels initially
appear at Lot’s residence, Lot desires to show his guests some real hospitality - just as he learned
from the actions of his uncle Abraham. When he asks his wife for salt to go with his guest’s food,
Lot’s wife refuses and even mocks him: הזהבמקוםלהנהיגבאאתההזההרעהמנהגאף ?! You’re going to
bring such negative customs - such as tending to our guests’ desires - here? Midrash Beresheit
Rabbah picks up on Lot’s wife’s shock and sense of discomfort around hospitality and makes the
imagery harsher. �e Midrash explains that Lot’s wife actually divided up the room and told her
husband: here, only in this area may you have guests. I want nothing to do with them.  Lot’s wife
- even in only a small refusal of salt, represents a coldness towards guests that is indicative of a
larger problem of lack of care and indi�ference for those around her.

In this story, Lot’s wife’s refusal of salt is a refusal of the entire ideology of hospitality
and openness for which Lot’s uncle Abraham embodied. Her actions in the midrash and Rashi’s
comments pick on a mentality described in Pirkei Avot describes as: ֶׁשָּל�ְוֶׁשְּל�ֶׁשִּליֶׁשִּלי , what is
mine is mine and what is yours is yours without the ability to share with one another – which
the mishnah attributes to ְסדֹוםִמַּדת , the qualities of Sedom. And because of this Sedomite
attitude, Lot’s wife becomes what she refuses to share with others: salt. And this salt, the melach
sedomit - is what has the potential to harm us today, and is what we attempt to wash o�f in our
ritual washing of mayyim achronim, before it pollutes us.

Regarding the discussion of mayyim achronim in the Talmud, the Tosfot discuss the
prevalence or lack thereof of this ritual today. A�terall, many of us are careful to wash before
eating bread - yet, how many of us actually perform washing a�ter eating in practice? �e Tosfot
suggest that melach sedomit does not exist in their contemporary France, and therefore the
hygienic concern that mayyim achronim was supposed to solve was no longer relevant. And yet,
Tosfot also note that people still perform the ritual, just like here at ASBI. What then, is there
still to glean from such a tradition now, when its original hygienic reason is no longer relevant?
Instead of  explaining mayyim achronim as a safety precaution, the Gemara in Berakhot records
an alternative explanation for mayyim achronim, linking it not to a safety precaution but as a
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means of striving for holiness. �e commandment to be holy or תהיוקדושים as articulated in
VaYikra and as understood by  Nachmanides, is understood as a goal to be pure in our actions by
going beyond what is required by strict observance of the mitzvot alone.1 �is mitzvah of
kedoshim tihiyu - while paradoxically within the system itself as a commandment in the Torah -
reminds us that we have an imperative to go above and beyond what is commanded of us.

And this perfectly dovetails with our other source for mayyim achronim, ensuring mayyim
achronim’s enduring meaning today. Washing our hands at the end of a meal isn’t necessary
from a hygienic standpoint and many of us no longer do this custom in our homes, and yet
mayyim achronim can be a reminder to go above and beyond our current actions. We don’t NEED
to give our guests more salt; we’ve already provided the bare minimum. �at’s what Lot’s wife
felt, and the threat of getting melach sedomit - the salt that Lot’s wife turned into - in our eyes,
represents the potential of this dangerous worldview polluting our own interactions with
others. But the kedoshim tihiyu aspect of mayyim achronim, and its performance in a world
without melach sedomit nowadays says: you may not technically need to do even the little above
and beyond actions, but do we not want to strive for more, for being our best selves? We o�ten
can be distracted by our own concerns, our own stinginess, our own day-to-day lives - but this
attitude can harm our personal wellbeings by making us lose sight of the bigger picture and of
what we stand for. Whether or not you wash your hands before reciting birkat hamazon, mayyim

1 �e Talmud in Berakhot 53b cites the verse in Leviticus: יםִל֙יִוְהִי֤יֶתם יְקדִֹׁש֔ הֲאִנ֣יָק֖דֹוׁשִּכ֥ יְהָֹו֑ /You shall
be holy to Me, for I יהוה am holy (Leviticus 20:26). �e rabbis of the Talmud understand the first
commandment of holiness in the verse to indicate the need for washing before a meal (netilat
yadayim), while the second commandment of hoiness at the second part of the verse is to
indicate to wash a�ter a meal (mayyim achronim). Yet the language at the end of the verse should
serve to be a callback to the very beginning of that parsha, which begins with: kedoshim tihiyhu ki
kadosh ani adonai eloheichem. �e Ramban famously answers the question of what such a mitzvah
could entail: what does it mean to be holy? He proposes the concept of supererogatory law - the
sense that there is a separate obligation to go above and beyond what the law dictates. One
could follow halakhah fairly well and still be a התורהברשותנבל , translated as a person who isn’t
technically breaking any rules, but who is still, a ,נבל a disgraceful person. �e Ramban notes
that one could consume much meat and wine while still within the confines of mitzvot, thereby
having the potential to be gluttonous even while within the confines of the halakhic system. And
yet, this mitzvah of kedoshim tihiyu - paradoxically while within the system itself as a
commandment in the Torah - reminds us that we have an imperative to go above and beyond
what is commanded of us. �at mitzvot embody certain values that we should strive for and
attempt to translate into our lives, even if there is not an exact verse to articulate this specific
action.

https://www.sefaria.org/Berakhot.53b.32?lang=bi&with=all&lang2=en&p3=Leviticus.20.26&lang3=bi&aliyot3=0
https://www.sefaria.org/Leviticus.19.2?lang=bi&aliyot=0&p2=Ramban_on_Leviticus.19.2.2&lang2=bi&w2=all&lang3=en
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achronim can remind us to go beyond the bare minimum, and push us to do more than we
currently are - in our practices, and in our relationships with others. It is asking of us an
intentionality - to decide how we want to approach di�ferent situations.2

Salt can harm, and salt can sanctify.  It can poison our lives or make them holy.  And the role it
will play in our lives, is up to us.
Shabbat shalom.

2 And in this vein, no wonder melach sedomit - the very salt of Lot’s wife’s punishment and that
can harm us - is also an ingredient listed in the pitom haketoret, the list of ingredients for the
incense we give to God that is mentioned at the end of ein k’eloheinu in our Shabbat davening.
With Lot’s wife, it represents distance. And yet, it’s an ingredient in the o�fering we use to try
and get close to God in the Temple.


